A quarter century is, indeed, a rather brief period to allow for the development of a philosopher, and yet, though I make no claim to such a title, I choose to preface the little I have to say by stating that it might be termed the "philosophy of a biologist." Perhaps I should also add that I can hardly qualify as a biologist, since my activities throughout the period in question have been-confined to a very restricted aspect of biology. Thus, being neither a philosopher nor a biologist I am competent to discuss such a subject.
The past quarter-century has been-like every twenty-five-year period preceding it-the most remarkable one in history. Not only is this true as regards the sciences and the progress made along innumerable lines, but is equally true of other fields which bear more or less directly on everyday life. Both evolution and revolution have had their innings. We have endured, and some have survived, the "war to end wars"; we have experienced the "noble experiment" and have profited thereby if by chance we belong to certain classes of society; and more recently we have witnessed a mobilization of alphabetic characters into groups, large or small, to be applied like porous plasters to the ills of segments of our suffering humanity. Great changes have occurred, and yet it is difficult to avoid the suspicion that mankind remains much the same, with the same basic traits and the same fundamental needs; with the same biologic constitution finding expression through the same native mechanisms. The picture is far from being throughout a drab and dull one, but the difficulty in translating ideals into motivating ideas gives one pause. Possibly an explanation, in part at least, for this failure is failure to grasp the inherent nature of the material operated upon, and operating. Basically, man is a biologic system, in more or less conflict with its environment; and generally speaking it is the environment which modifies the system, rather than the reverse. Evolutionary processes are as inexorable as they are subtle, and are conditioned by forces operating upon and through innate attributes, not through organizing a "committee" and adopting a slogan. But such thoughts as these express, of course, nothing new; indeed, they are obsolete and unworthy, lacking all appeal to the "man with a mission" who is determined to make the best of the "best of all possible worlds" without further ado.
The only justification for restating such unorthodox beliefs is to be found in a consideration of the changes wrought in the field of the sciences during this period of economic and political experimentation. We find that science has its vagaries too, and if we enquire closely into current beliefs, we find but little remaining that held our faith but twenty-five years ago. It is needless to enumerate the astounding changes made, but it may be pertinent to point out the nature of those changes, even though we may deplore them. To the casual observer all of these newer developments partake of the miraculous, and, like such poorly understood phenomena, seem worthy of admiration. But to get to the greatest number of places where, all too frequently, one is neither needed nor wanted, in the shortest space of time is in itself hardly sufficient to command reverence. To have developed contrivances that permit leisure without coincidentally elaborating an art of being gracefully lazy entails its own penalties. It is doubtful if the time will ever come when a toot on the horn, however vigorous, will compensate for judgment. Such are some of the results of advances which, on the whole, are salutary. But the point worthy of emphasis is that these scientific developments have evolved through a method of serial increments. The evolution of the machine is just as certain-perhaps even more certain than is the evolution of the biologic system, a gradual process.
Such ideas may seem out of place in what has been termed the philosophy of a biologist, but I would say that they have evolved from a consideration of what has transpired in my own little field of activity during the last few decades. When I entered this field-bacteriology-twenty-five years ago it offered a most satisfying prospect. One had the bacteria, properly cataloged and named, one had the environment, man or otherwise. What more simple than to place the two in juxtaposition, observe the result, and for want of a better thing to do, write a paper about it. One other thing was available-a set of fixed and all-inclusive laws governing biological systems. It was inconceivable that a bacterium, however recalcitrant, should violate laws set and established. Laws governing morphological limitations, defining processes of assimilation and reproduction, and specifying definite responses to external stimulation were held to be final, applicable to the microcosmos as well as to the world of larger beings.
Today the situation is changed; the general application of so-called biologic laws is questioned, and it is recognized that they are valid for specific cases only. In the microcosmos they have been abrogated, and for them has been substituted an entirely new set of dicta, denominated laws, the outgrowth of gradually increasing knowledge of the beings concerned. We now know that the character of a bacterium is not fixed and immutable; we know that it may exist in a diversity of forms and with a wide divergency of attributes, both morphological and physiological. At one time the organism may exhibit characters which entitle it to the term cell-that indivisible unit of living matter-and at another time that same organism may have so fragmented that the most powerful of microscopes will fail entirely to reveal its presence. And yet, in this nebulous state the spark of life is still retained, indeed, is present in each of the multitude of fragments, from each of which a new organism, conserving more or less unmodified the properties of the original, may develop. Is the bacterium a cell? Is the cell the unit of life? Does life require certain structural conformations and spacial relationships? Is the law at fault, or is the bacterium delinquent?
Again, reproduction in the microcosmos has been said to be of the most elementary type imaginable, simple fission. While beyond question fission does occur, thus giving origin to two organisms from the parent being, is it certain that this process is as simple as it sounds? Can we say with assurance that it is the only method operative? When one considers that out of a population of millions all arising from a single being, no two are endowed with the same mosaic of characters, and that in this reproductive process character segregation takes place, one wonders if it is the fission or the observer that is simple. Life is not organized to meet the limitations of the microscope, however convenient this would be to the formulator of laws.
If we pass to that class of beings, most intangible of all, the filter-passing viruses, faith is subjected to further strains. Invisible, imponderable, and yet with clearly defined properties, these beings violate all laws, chemical and physical, as well as biological.
Protoplasm, which in its essence offers sanctuary to life, has been held to be constituted of definite components, such as that particular arrangement of elements termed the protein. But what shall we say when it appears that some of these fully equipped beings are smaller than is the protein molecule? What must we conclude when we find that for such beings all laws, even the law of gravity itself, seem to be suspended?
True, one need not be too greatly disturbed at this seeming lack of order, unless perchance faith in a regulator of all things is lacking. Indeed, if one adopts the attitude of the paternalistic type of government, it is quite possible to hold the natural tendencies in abeyance, to reduce variability to a minimum, and to standardize an entire bacterial population at the level of the moron. But left to themselves, each to carry on its conflict with a constantly changing environment, individuality and initiative become apparent, for which no cause can at present be ascribed.
What form, then, should the philosophy of a biologist assume? To what can he pin his faith? First, that despite the oft-quoted axiom that science is teaching us more and more about less and less, there are questions to which science offers no answers; matters which require faith, and since little can be gained by circumlocution, faith in God. Faith and science are not antithetic. Second, that however sound may be our beliefs today, another day and generation will regard them false, and will, we hope, be tolerant. Finality is not our prerogative. Third, that a full expression of abilities is to be obtained only when the individual is unhampered by too stringent restricting influences. Standardization and progress are not synonyms. Fourth, that an attitude of expectancy, a trust in natural forces operating through orderly progressive changes, should make us receptive to new ideas, tolerant and confident. These things may all be learned from a study of the world of diminutive beings; and may, if you choose, constitute a philosophy of a biologist.
